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Presentation
In the excel tool there are 3 sheets:

3. Calculation sheet
2. Material sheet

1. Overview sheet

Presentation
1. Overview sheet
The overview sheet is where the user makes selection:


The materials used in the composite: self reinforced PLA is available through data
generated in the Bio4Self project, but any combination of fiber reinforced polymers can be
entered into the tool.



The composite lay up: the number of layers used in the composite, the thickness of the
individual layers and how the fibres are oriented in the different layers. NB! Here in the first
version of the excel, one layer of fabric material oriented in 0 / 90 will be described as 2
individual layers in the excel: one layer oriented in the 0 direction followed by a layer
oriented in the 90 direction (it has been discussed to take the waviness of the fabric into
consideration by adding a factor, this will be implemented in the next version).



The loading: by inputting a value the generated laminate can be loaded in
tension/compression/shear, in the two main orientations, as well as bending. The resulting
stress state can be seen in three graphs. A 4th graph can simulate a tensile test. The
instructions for this can be found in the “how-to-use” section.

 The overview sheet also supplies the equivalent composite properties obtained
with the composite described by the inputs.
NB! If the user wishes to use the materials already suggested in the material menu, then the
user does not need to use the other excel sheet!

Presentation
2. Material sheet


The material sheet shows 3 different boxes: composite, reinforcement and matrix
properties.



In the composite box, the composite properties are calculated based on the reinforcement
and matrix properties and the fibre volume fraction selected.



The composite properties described here correspond to the properties of a composite
made of 1 single layer.



The properties of this 1 layer composite are then used in the construction of a composite
containing several layers in the Overview sheet.



It is possible to add new materials, if for example new PLA fibres are produced with new
material properties. This will be explained in the section “How to use – 2. Material sheet”

Material sheet
Properties of a composite
made of one single layer

Assembling several layers with
different fibre orientation to
construct the final composite in
the overview sheet.

Overview sheet
Properties of a composite
made of several layers

Presentation
3. Calculation sheet


This is where the calculation of the laminate theory are made.



Here the user does not need to provide any information.
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How to use
1. Overview sheet
1. Describe composite: material, thickness of individual layer, fibre angle.
2. Read the stiffness properties
3. Select the loading
4. Read the results
5. Simulate a tensile test

How to use
1. Overview sheet
1. Describe composite: material, thickness of individual layer, fibre angle.


The first step is to describe the composite material of interest.



Select material, by clicking on the “Material” cell, several material choices appear, the users select the ones of
interest.



For each layer a fibre direction needs to be given. This is described by the “Angle”.


For an angle of 0, the fibres are aligned along the x direction.



For an angle of 90, the fibres are aligned along the y direction.

How to use
1. Overview sheet
1. Describe composite: material, thickness of individual layer, fibre angle.
An example of typical composites produced in Bio4self are unidirectional fibre with 50% fibre volume fraction. This type of
composite can be described as follow.

How to use
1. Overview sheet
1. Describe composite: material, thickness of individual layer, fibre angle.
In the case of a fabric material, as mention in slide #4 this first version of the excel tool describes 1 layer of fabric made
of as many fibres oriented in the 0 and the 90 direction by 2 single layers. One layer oriented in the 0 direction and 1
layer oriented in the 90 direction.
Modelling of 1 layer of fabric with fibres oriented in the 0 and 90 direction

How to use
1. Overview sheet
1. Describe composite: material, thickness of individual layer, fibre angle.
As an example, a typical composite produced in Bio4self is made of 2 layers of fabrics (with fibre direction 0/90, with as
many fibres in both direction) where the fibre volume fraction per layer is equal to 50%.
In this first version of the excel, this is describe by 4 layers, see image.
As the total fibre volume fraction in one fabric layer is 50%, in the excel one single layer contains 50% of fibres.
90
0
90
0

PLA_50 refers to a
composite layer with a
fibre volume fraction of
50%.
To create your own
composite layer see
section ”How to use –
Material sheet”

How to use
1. Overview sheet
1. Describe composite: material, thickness of individual layer, fibre angle.
2. Read the stiffness properties


Before applying load, elastic properties such as stiffness can be seen in the box named “Equivalent laminate properties”



E_xx stands for the stiffness in the x or 0 direction



E_yy stands for the transverse stiffness in the y or 90 direction



v_xy stands for Major Poisson’s ratio



v_yx stands for Minor Poisson’s ratio



G_xy stands for Shear modulus xy

How to use
1. Overview sheet
1. Describe composite: material, thickness of individual layer, fibre angle.
2. Read the stiffness properties
3. Select the loading


The unit of loading is N/m (force divided by the width)



Example of loading cases:


Static tensile load in the 0 or the x direction is described by setting a loading value in the N_x box.



Static tensile load in the 90 or the y direction is described by setting a loading value in the N_y box.



N_xy correspond to shear loading and M are the equivalent loads applied as moments.

Applied Loading [N.m-1]

N_x
N_y
N_xy
M_x
M_y
M_xy

55000
0
0
0
0
0

How to use
1. Overview sheet
1. Describe composite: material, thickness of individual layer, fibre angle.
2. Read the stiffness properties
3. Select the loading
4. Read the results
When a load is entered the
four graphs will visualize the
resulting stress in the
composite lay-up, as designed.
Every point on the three stress
graphs indicate the transition
from one layer to the next.
The 4th graph is the simulated
tensile test. This graph only
responds to N_x loading, but
will yield an estimate of when
the first ply will fail. This is
done using the Tsai-Hill failure
criterion, and assuming linear
elastic behaviour.

How to use
1. Overview sheet
1. Describe composite: material, thickness of individual layer, fibre angle.
2. Read the stiffness properties
3. Select the loading
4. Read the results
5. Simulate a tensile test


This process has to be conducted semi-manually and involves inputting incrementally increasing load values only for
N_x (cell: G6). Because materials can fail at very different load levels it is recommended to try with a logarithmic
approach (ie.: 10, 100, 10^3, 10^4, 10^5 and 10^6, only very few materials will stand a load of 10^6N/m)
Applied Loading [N.m-1]

N_x
N_y
N_xy
M_x
M_y
M_xy



55000
0
0
0
0
0

At some load level a red dotted line will

appear, indicating the first ply failure, according
to the Tsai-Hill criterion (assuming linear elastic
behaviour). The load level can then be fine-tuned
to produce a graph with a nice representation.

How to use
1. Overview sheet
1. Describe composite: material, thickness of individual layer, fibre angle.
2. Read the stiffness properties
3. Select the loading
4. Read the results
5. Simulate a tensile test


When first failure has been reached, the values corresponding to the red-dotted line can be read from the Tsai-Hill
failure prediction table. Since first-ply failure may involve several layers simultaneously, the cell G23 is made as a
drop down menu. No adjustments are made to the stiffness of the composite after first-failure, since this would
require scripting in VBA, and make the tool:


Less user-friendly



Less stable
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How to use
2. Material sheet
1. Describe a new “one layer” composite
2. Input new fibre and matrix properties

Material sheet
Properties of a composite
made of one single layer

Assembling several layers with
different fibre orientation to
construct the final composite in
the overview sheet.

Overview sheet
Properties of a composite
made of several layers

How to use
2. Material sheet
1. Describe a new “one layer” composite
Step 1 - Give a name to the new one layer composite created in the “Material name” box

Step 1

How to use
2. Material sheet
1. Describe a new “one layer” composite
Step 1 – Give a name to the new one layer composite created in the “Material name” box
Step 2 – Select the type of Reinforcement
NB! If the material you are looking for is not in the list, then you can create it, see from Slide #24.

Step 2

PLA_HM stands for High
Tm PLA fibres

How to use
2. Material sheet
1. Describe a new “one layer” composite
Step 1 – Give a name to the new one layer composite created in the “Material name” box
Step 2 – Select the type of Reinforcement
Step 3 – Select the type of Matrix
NB! If the material you are looking for is not in the list, then you can create it, see from Slide #24.

Step
3

PLA_LM stands for Low Tm
PLA fibres

How to use
2. Material sheet
1. Describe a new “one layer” composite
Step 1 – Give a name to the new one layer composite created in the “Material name” box
Step 2 – Select the type of Reinforcement
Step 3 – Select the type of Matrix
Step 4 – Set the fibre volume fraction

Step 4

How to use
2. Material sheet
1. Describe a new “one layer” composite
2. Input new fibre and matrix properties

Material sheet
Properties of a composite
made of one single layer

Assembling several layers with
different fibre orientation to
construct the final composite in
the overview sheet.

Overview sheet
Properties of a composite
made of several layers

How to use
2. Material sheet
1. Describe a new “one layer” composite
2. Input new fibre and matrix properties


In case the reinforcement or the matrix material or not in the selection menu, the material can be created in the
“Reinforcement” box and in the “Matrix Materials” box.



Similar to the creation of a new “one layer” composite, the user starts by giving a name to the new reinforcement or
matrix material



The properties which needs to be typed in are:


E_11 the stiffness in Pa of the reinforcement or the matrix

material in the fibre or longitudinal direction


E_22 the transverse stiffness in Pa of the reinforcement or

the matrix material (for polymers E_11 typically equals E_22).


v_12 Major Poisson’s ratio



G_12 Shear strength in Pa



alpha_1 thermal parameter



alpha_2 thermal parameter



Tensile Failure Stress The stress in Pa, under which the

material fails in tension


Compressive Failure Stress The stress in Pa, under which

the material fails in compression


Shear Failure Stress (only necessary for the matrix) The

stress in Pa, under which the material fails in shear

The red cells are guess on
the properties. There are
value without references.

How to use
2. Material sheet
1. Describe a new “one layer” composite
2. Input new fibre and matrix properties


The materials can be selected as soon as they have been given a name, but the calculations will only work when the
properties have been filled out.



There are three tiers of properties, each one will not work without the previous.
1.

Stiffness: E_11, E_22, v_12, G_12

2.

Thermal: alpha_1, alpha_2

3.

Strength: sigma_1, sigma_2 and tau



Filling in the stiffness properties allows the program to generate the equivalent laminate properties and to apply loads



The thermal properties allows an estimate of the residual thermal stresses due to elevated cure temperatures



The strength properties allows for simulating a tensile test and predicting first ply failure (Tsai-Hill)

